EARNINGS DISCLAIMER
We don't believe in "get rich" programs - only in hard work, adding value, building a
professional network/career, and serving others with real value and excellence. Our
programs are intended to help you grow as an entrepreneur and real estate investor. As
stipulated by law, though, we can not and do not make any guarantees about your
ability to get results or earn any money with our ideas, information, tools or strategies.
We don't know you and, besides, your results in life are up to you. Agreed? What we
can guarantee is your satisfaction; we give you a 30-day 100% satisfaction guarantee,
so if you are not happy for any reason with the quality of our training or content, just ask
for your money back. You must be aware that nothing on this page or in any of our
content is a promise or guarantee of results or future earnings, and we do not offer any
legal, medical, tax or other professional advice. Any financial numbers referenced here,
or on any of our sites, are illustrative of concepts only and should not be considered
average earnings, exact earnings, or promises for actual or future performance; our
content is for illustrative and educational purposes only.
Always consult your accountant, lawyer or professional advisor before acting on this or
any information related to a lifestyle change, business endeavor, or financial concept.
You alone are responsible and accountable for your actions in life, and there is always
risk in trying anything new, so by your registration here you agree not to attempt to hold
us liable for your decisions, actions or results, at any time, under any circumstance.
Anyway, all of our terms for this program and site can be accessed via the link below.
It's basic stuff -- don't think you are guaranteed to make money easily or at all, consult
professionals before attempting new endeavors, understand there is risk in being an
entrepreneur, etc -- but we feel transparency is important and we hold ourselves (and
you) to a high standard of integrity. That's why we also put disclaimers on all our pages,
why we give you our contact information for any questions, and why we give you a
100% satisfaction guarantee. Until next time, go out there and live fully, love openly, and
make your difference today.

